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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 
 

 Present ComEd’s proposed rate design, which appropriately incorporates the 
results of ComEd’s analysis of primary and secondary costs and should be 
approved.  Alternatively, if the Commission decides to approve rates that are 
differentiated by primary versus secondary voltage, then ComEd’s preferred 
exemplar rate design should be approved. 

 The Commission should continue the four-step movement to cost-based 
rates for the Extra Large Load and High Voltage delivery classes, approve 
ComEd’s proposal to elongate the four-step movement to cost-based rates 
for the Railroad delivery class to a ten-step movement, and reject other 
mitigation or movement to cost-based rates proposals made by various 
parties in this proceeding. 

 ComEd’s proposed consolidation of four residential classes into two classes 
is reasonable and should be approved. 

 ComEd’s proposed Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax Charge is an 
appropriate cost recovery mechanism that is consistent with the manner in 
which the tax is applied (i.e., per kilowatt-hour), is consistent with 
Commission’s decision in Docket No. 09-0306 (cons) for the Ameren 
Utilities, and should be approved. 

 ComEd’s analysis of primary and secondary costs is appropriate and should 
be used to establish rates in this proceeding. 

 Proposals by various parties to conduct special analyses to avoid an 
allocation of the costs of certain primary system components that they claim 
they do not use, or have little use of, are one-sided proposals that would be 
overly complex, burdensome, controversial, and unfair to other delivery 
classes and should therefore be rejected. 
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I. Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Lawrence S. Alongi.  My business address is Three Lincoln Centre, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181-4260.  5 

Q. By what entity are you employed and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in the position of 7 

Manager, Retail Rates. 8 

Q. Are you the same Lawrence S. Alongi who provided direct, supplemental direct, 9 

rebuttal testimony, and surrebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 10 

A. Yes.  My direct testimony is ComEd Ex. 16.0 2nd Revised, my supplemental direct 11 

testimony is ComEd Ex. 21.0 Revised, my rebuttal testimony on subjects other than rate 12 

design is ComEd Ex 41.0, my rebuttal testimony on rate design is ComEd Ex. 49.0, and 13 

my surrebuttal testimony on subjects other than rate design is ComEd Ex 68.0. 14 

B. Purposes of Rate Design Surrebuttal Testimony 15 

Q. What are the purposes of your rate design surrebuttal testimony? 16 

A. The purpose of my rate design surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the rate design 17 

rebuttal testimony of Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) Staff 18 

(“Staff”) witnesses Christopher Boggs (Staff Ex. 29.0), Peter Lazare (Staff Ex. 26.0), and 19 

Cheri L. Harden (Staff Ex. 27.0); Attorney General and Citizen Utility Board 20 

(“AG/CUB”) witness Scott J. Rubin (AG/CUB Ex. 11.0); City of Chicago (“City”) 21 

witness Edward C. Bodmer (City Ex. 2.0); Commercial Group (“CG”) witness Richard 22 
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A. Baudino (CG Ex. 2.0); Chicago Transit Authority (“CTA”) witness James P. Harper 23 

(CTA Ex. 4.0); CTA/Metra witness James G. Bachman (CTA/Metra Joint Ex. 2.0); 24 

Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) witnesses Robert R. Stephens (IIEC Ex. 25 

5.0) and David L. Stowe (IIEC Ex. 6.0); Kroger witness Neal Townsend (Kroger Ex. 26 

2.0); and the Coalition to Request Equitable Allocation of Costs Together (“REACT”) 27 

witnesses Bradley O. Fults (REACT Ex. 4.0) and Harry L. Terhune (REACT Ex. 6.0). 28 

Staff and Intervenors raise numerous concerns to which I respond.  The failure to 29 

address any particular point raised by Staff or an Intervenor does not equal acquiescence 30 

to that point. 31 

C. Itemized Attachments 32 

Q. What are the attachments to your rate design surrebuttal testimony? 33 

A. The following is list with a brief description of the attachments to my rate design 34 

surrebuttal testimony: 35 

1. ComEd Ex. 73.1 provides an update of ComEd’s proposed rate design. 36 

2. ComEd Ex. 73.2 provides an update of ComEd’s preferred exemplar rate design. 37 

3. ComEd Ex. 73.3 provides an update of ComEd’s alternative exemplar rate design. 38 

4. ComEd Ex. 73.4 provides ComEd’s response to CTA Data Request CTA 3.01 and 39 
pertains to the ten step process ComEd proposes to implement to move the 40 
Railroad Delivery Class to cost-based rates.  41 

5. ComEd Ex. 73.5 provides examples of on-property facilities which may serve 42 
primary voltage and secondary voltage customers. 43 

6.  ComEd Ex. 73.6 provides the City’s response to ComEd’s data requests seeking 44 
clarification on the connection of City street lights. 45 

7. ComEd Ex. 73.7 provides the City’s response to ComEd’s data requests seeking 46 
further clarification on the connection of City street lights. 47 
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8. ComEd Ex. 73.8 Revised provides updated distribution loss factors (“DLFs”) 48 
determined from the distribution loss studies, ComEd Exs. 67.1 Revised and 67.2, 49 
attached to the surrebuttal testimony of Mr. Michael Born, ComEd Ex. 67.0 50 
Revised.  51 

D. Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations 52 

Q. In brief, what conclusions and recommendations do you make? 53 

A. I make the following conclusions and recommendations: 54 

 ComEd’s proposed rate design presented in ComEd Ex. 73.1 appropriately 55 
incorporates the results of ComEd’s analysis of primary and secondary costs 56 
and should be approved. 57 

 In the alternative, if the Commission decides to approve rates that are 58 
differentiated by primary versus secondary voltage, then ComEd’s preferred 59 
exemplar rate design presented in ComEd Ex. 73.2 should be approved. 60 

 The Commission should continue the four-step movement to cost-based rates 61 
for the Extra Large Load and High Voltage delivery classes that it directed 62 
ComEd to implement in its Order in Docket No. 07-0566, approve ComEd’s 63 
proposal to elongate the four-step movement to cost-based rates for the 64 
Railroad delivery class to a ten-step movement in recognition of the direction 65 
in that same Order to avoid rate shock to the Railroad Delivery Class, and 66 
reject other mitigation or movement to cost-based rates proposals made by 67 
various parties in this proceeding. 68 

 ComEd’s proposed consolidation of four residential classes into two classes is 69 
reasonable and should be approved. 70 

 ComEd’s proposed Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax Charge (“IEDT”) is an 71 
appropriate cost recovery mechanism that is consistent with the manner in 72 
which the tax is applied (i.e., per kilowatt-hour (“kWh”)), is consistent with 73 
Commission’s decision in Docket No. 09-0306 (cons) for the Ameren 74 
Utilities, and should be approved. 75 

 ComEd’s analysis of primary and secondary costs is appropriate and should 76 
be used to establish rates in this proceeding.  77 

 Proposals by various parties to conduct special analyses to avoid an allocation 78 
of the costs of certain primary system components that they claim they do not 79 
use, or have little use of, are one-sided proposals that would be overly 80 
complex, burdensome, controversial, and unfair to other delivery classes and 81 
should therefore be rejected. 82 
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 The Commission should reconsider a directive it issued in the Rate Design 83 
Investigation Order in Docket No. 08-0532, reject the use of the Chicago 84 
Method for allocating secondary and service costs associated with the City’s 85 
dusk to dawn street lights, and instead support the more traditional embedded 86 
cost of service study (“ECOSS”) principles in allocating costs to the Dusk to 87 
Dawn Lighting Delivery Class.  At a minimum, if the Chicago Method is 88 
supported, services costs for City street lights and alley lights should be 89 
included in the Chicago Method as recommended in this testimony. 90 

 The Commission should reject REACT’s proposal to update DLFs annually. 91 

 ComEd should not be directed to undertake costly field reviews of distribution 92 
facilities if ComEd’s maps and billing records provide sufficient data to 93 
determine how distribution facilities are used by delivery classes.  94 

II. Rate Design 95 

A. ComEd’s Proposed Rate Design 96 

Q. Has ComEd revised its proposed rate design filed on December 8, 2010? 97 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s proposed rate design filed as ComEd Ex. 49.1 has been revised to reflect 98 

ComEd’s updated distribution system loss study presented in ComEd Ex. 67.1 Revised 99 

and the corresponding ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 75.1, and to recover the revised 100 

revenue requirement of $2,267,363,000 (ComEd Ex. 55.1, Schedule C-1, attached to the 101 

surrebuttal testimony of Ms. Houtsma, ComEd Ex. 55.0).  ComEd’s proposed rate design 102 

is now presented in ComEd Ex. 73.1, which replaces the rate design presented in ComEd 103 

Ex. 49.1. 104 

B. Exemplar Rate Designs with Separate Charges for Service Provided at 105 
Primary Voltages  106 

Q. Has ComEd revised the exemplar rate design filed on December 8, 2010? 107 

A. Yes.  The exemplar rate design filed as ComEd Ex. 49.2 to provide for the institution of 108 

an exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class has been revised to reflect ComEd’s 109 

updated distribution system loss study presented in ComEd Ex. 67.2 and the 110 
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corresponding ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 75.2, and to recover the revised revenue 111 

requirement of $2,267,363,000 (ComEd Ex. 55.1, Schedule C-1, attached to the 112 

surrebuttal testimony of Ms. Houtsma, ComEd Ex. 55.0).  This revised exemplar rate 113 

design is attached as ComEd Ex. 73.2.  The exemplar rate design presented in ComEd 114 

Ex. 73.2 is ComEd’s preferred rate design under which charges should be developed in 115 

the event that the Commission directs ComEd to institute a Primary Voltage Delivery 116 

Class.  The exemplar rate design presented in ComEd Ex. 73.2 is a superior alternative to 117 

the more complicated rate design presented by IIEC witness Stephens in IIEC Ex 5.4.  118 

Q. Has ComEd revised the alternative exemplar rate design filed on December 8, 2010? 119 

A. Yes.  The alternative exemplar rate design filed as ComEd Ex. 49.3 to provide for the 120 

institution of separate distribution facilities charges (“DFCs”) for service provided at 121 

primary voltages and separate transformer charges for customers for which ComEd 122 

provides transformation from and to a primary voltage has been revised to reflect 123 

ComEd’s updated distribution system loss study presented in ComEd Ex. 67. 2 and the 124 

corresponding ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 75.3, and to recover the revised revenue 125 

requirement of $2,267,363,000 (ComEd Ex. 55.1, Schedule C-1, attached to the 126 

surrebuttal testimony of Ms. Houtsma, ComEd Ex. 55.0).  As I stated in my rate design 127 

rebuttal testimony, this rate design is not preferred by ComEd.  The updated alternative 128 

exemplar rate design is presented in ComEd Ex. 73.3. 129 

C. Mitigation  130 

Q. Do you agree with Kroger witness Mr. Townsend’s continued recommendation 131 

regarding rate design in the event that the Commission adopts a rate design with 132 

specific charges for primary service (one of the exemplar rate designs)? 133 
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A. No.  Mr. Townsend’s recommendation appears to utilize ComEd’s proposed rate design 134 

as the starting point in setting rates for the delivery classes that bear the burden of the 135 

subsidies provided to the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes.  136 

In the event that the Commission approves one of the exemplar rate designs, it would not 137 

be appropriate to use a rate design that the Commission rejects in developing rates.  The 138 

basis for changes in rates should be the currently effective rates. 139 

Q. What is your reaction to Staff witness Mr. Boggs’ assertion that his mitigation 140 

mechanism for the Extra Large Load and High Voltage delivery classes complies 141 

with the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0566 and that ComEd’s proposal is 142 

not in keeping with the Commission’s directives in that Order? 143 

A. My reaction is one of surprise.  The mitigation mechanism ComEd employs in its 144 

proposed and exemplar rate designs in this proceeding is exactly the same as the 145 

mitigation mechanism that it used to develop the rates ComEd filed on September 12, 146 

2008, in compliance with the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0566.  Those rates 147 

and the associated work papers that developed those rates were reviewed and accepted by 148 

the Commission’s Staff. 149 

Moreover, in its Order in Docket No. 07-0566, the Commission directed ComEd 150 

to move to cost based rates for these delivery classes in a four step process.  The first step 151 

was mandated by the Commission in the directive, “Thus, the Commission authorizes a 152 

25% movement toward ECOSS based rates for these customers, instead of a 50% 153 

movement.” (Docket No. 07-0566, Order, (9/10/08), at page 213).  Because the customer 154 

charges and the standard metering service charges were already set at 100% of equal 155 

percentage of embedded cost (“EPEC”), the only charges that needed to be moved toward 156 
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cost based rates were the DFCs.  ComEd followed that directive in its compliance filing 157 

in 2008, and it followed that directive in setting its proposed and exemplar rates in this 158 

proceeding.  In order to take the second step in the four step process in this proceeding, 159 

the proposed and exemplar DFCs were moved 33% from the currently effective DFCs 160 

toward cost-based DFCs.  This 33% movement simply reflects the fact that there are now 161 

only three steps left.  With respect to the High Voltage Delivery Class, this 33% 162 

movement is made in the exemplar transformer charges, as applicable.  163 

Q. What is your reaction to Staff witness Boggs’ assertion that his mitigation 164 

mechanism for the Railroad Delivery Class complies with the Commission’s Order 165 

in Docket No. 07-0566 and indication that ComEd’s proposal is not in keeping with 166 

the Commission’s directives in that Order? 167 

A. Again, my reaction is one of surprise.  Just as with the Extra Large Load and High 168 

Voltage delivery classes, the mitigation mechanism ComEd employs in its proposed and 169 

exemplar rate designs in this proceeding for the Railroad Delivery Class is exactly the 170 

same as the mitigation mechanism that it used to develop the rates ComEd filed on 171 

September 12, 2008, in compliance with the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0566.  172 

As previously noted, those rates and the associated work papers that developed those 173 

rates were reviewed and accepted by the Commission’s Staff.  The only difference 174 

ComEd employs for the Railroad Delivery Class is to elongate the mitigation period to 175 

ten steps in order to accommodate another Commission directive, “We find that the 176 

modified rate proposal fails to comport with our explicit direction in the last rate case to 177 

avoid rate shock to the railroad class.  We direct ComEd to take this policy directive into 178 
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account in preparing for the next rate case.” (Docket No. 07-0566, Order (9/12/08) at 179 

page 223). 180 

Moreover, it is problematic for Mr. Boggs to propose, as the second in a four step 181 

process, to provide for just a 25% movement for the Railroad Delivery Class.  182 

Paraphrasing from Mr. Boggs’ direct testimony, if the Commission accepts Mr. Boggs’ 183 

25% increase for the Railroad Delivery Class in this case, it will be more difficult to 184 

avoid rate shock for the Railroad Delivery Class in the final two steps toward full revenue 185 

recovery. 186 

Q. Do you agree with Staff witness Boggs’ claim that ComEd’s mitigation mechanism 187 

may never achieve full cost recovery from the classes that are currently receiving 188 

the benefit of subsidized rates? 189 

A. No.  Contrary to Mr. Boggs’ claim, ComEd’s mitigation mechanism for the Extra Large 190 

Load and High Voltage delivery classes (and Primary Voltage Delivery Class in the event 191 

that an exemplar rate design is adopted by the Commission) will result in fully cost-based 192 

rates within the four step process directed by the Commission.  ComEd is proposing a 193 

33% movement to cost-based rates in this case, as I explained in my direct testimony 194 

(ComEd Ex. 16.0 2nd Rev at 12:254-261).  The next movement will be at the conclusion 195 

of ComEd’s next rate case with a 50% movement from the rates that are set in 196 

compliance in this case, and the final movement will be to fully-cost based rates from the 197 

rates set at the conclusion of ComEd’s next subsequent rate case.  With respect to the 198 

Railroad Delivery Class, ComEd’s proposed elongated mitigation period over ten steps 199 

will result in fully cost based rates for the Railroad Delivery Class at the conclusion of 200 
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the tenth step, as ComEd noted in its response to CTA Data Request CTA 3.01, attached 201 

to this rate design surrebuttal testimony as ComEd Ex. 73.4. 202 

Q. Overall, what is your impression of Mr. Boggs’ mitigation proposal? 203 

A. As I noted in my rate design rebuttal testimony, Mr. Boggs’ mitigation proposal makes a 204 

greater movement toward cost based rates for the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and 205 

Railroad delivery classes than that proposed by ComEd.  ComEd’s mitigation proposal 206 

complies with Commission’s directives and is consistent with the methodology ComEd 207 

employed in its compliance filing in its last rate case, which was reviewed and accepted 208 

by the Staff.  If however, the Commission decides to employ Mr. Boggs’ more 209 

accelerated movement toward cost-based rates with its additional potential for rate shock 210 

for the Railroad Delivery Class, then ComEd will comply with the Commission’s orders. 211 

Q. Commercial Group witness Baudino recommends that to the extent rates for the 212 

Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes do not recover the 213 

costs to serve those classes, the burden of that cost recovery should be borne by all 214 

other delivery classes instead of just other nonresidential delivery classes.  What are 215 

your thoughts with respect to that recommendation? 216 

A. ComEd’s mitigation proposal in which subsidies are provided to the Extra Large Load, 217 

High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes and the burden of those subsidies is borne 218 

only by other nonresidential customers is consistent with past Commission direction.  In 219 

its Order in Docket No. 05-0597 (“ComEd’s 2005 rate case”), where the Commission 220 

granted a discount to the Railroad Delivery Class, the Commission stated, “To the extent 221 

that the aggregation creates or otherwise represents a subsidy to the railroad class, the 222 
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difference in cost should be recovered from the other non-residential classes.” (Docket 223 

No. 05-0597, Order (7/26/06) at 190). 224 

In addition, as I noted in my rate design rebuttal testimony, ComEd has cost-225 

based rates for a number of delivery classes.  Specifically, ComEd has rates set at 100% 226 

of EPEC for all residential customers and all lighting customers.  If Mr. Baudino’s 227 

recommendation is adopted by the Commission, then these customers would see rates 228 

that would exceed 100% of EPEC. 229 

Q. How do you respond to IIEC witness Stephens’ continued recommendation that the 230 

rate increase for any delivery class should be limited to a set percentage (i.e., 150%) 231 

of the system average increase approved by the Commission? 232 

A. I continue to disagree with Mr. Stephens’ recommendation for numerous reasons as 233 

provided in my rate design rebuttal testimony.  Among the reasons I provided in ComEd 234 

Ex. 49.0, Mr. Stephens’ mitigation proposal does not allow for the second step of the four 235 

step process in movement to cost-based rates for subsidized delivery classes to be fully 236 

implemented.  Contrary to Mr. Stephens’ indications, his mitigation proposal does 237 

institute additional complexity into the development of the rate design.  Certain delivery 238 

classes would shoulder additional burden in paying for subsidies provided to the Extra 239 

Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes.  There is a potential that 240 

delivery classes that are currently at 100% of EPEC and are proposed to stay at 100% of 241 

EPEC under ComEd’s proposed and exemplar rate designs would have to have their rates 242 

set at levels in excess of 100% of EPEC if Mr. Stephens’ proposal is adopted.  History 243 

has shown that if rates are set that do not reflect costs, those receiving the benefit of rates 244 

that are not cost-based are likely to oppose movement toward cost based rates. 245 
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Q. Do you agree with CTA/Metra witness Mr. Bachman when he claims that ComEd’s 246 

proposed mitigation eliminates the Commission-mandated public interest 247 

consideration for setting rates for mass transit agencies? 248 

A. No.  In his rate design rebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 71.0), Dr. Hemphill provides 249 

further response to Mr. Bachman’s claims.  250 

Q. Do you agree with REACT witness Fults’ characterization of ComEd’s proposed 251 

rate increase for the Extra Large Load Delivery Class as being a massive increase 252 

and his insistence that rates for the Extra Large Load Delivery Class should be 253 

limited to the system average increase approved by the Commission? 254 

A. No.  At 31.8%, the proposed increase for the Extra Large Load Delivery Class 255 

appropriately implements the second in the four step process to move this class to cost-256 

based rates.  The proposed increase to the Extra Large Load Delivery Class, to the extent 257 

that it exceeds the system average increase proposed by ComEd, is reflective of the 258 

Commission directive to move this class to cost-based rates in a reasonable timeframe.  It 259 

is noteworthy that the proposed increase for the Single Family Residential Delivery Class 260 

is 23.8%, the proposed increase for the Watt-Hour Delivery Class is 32.1%, the proposed 261 

increase for the Small Load Delivery Class is 27.6%, and the proposed increase for the 262 

General Lighting Delivery Class is 30.8%, which are all above the proposed system 263 

average increase of 17.0%.  Moreover, at ComEd’s revenue requirement of 264 

$2,267,363,000, the rates proposed for the Extra Large Load Delivery Class, on an 265 

overall basis amount to 0.87 cents per kWh.  This overall charge for delivery service 266 

compares to the charges for delivery service for other delivery classes as shown in Table 267 

RDS 1:  Overall Proposed and Exemplar Delivery Service Revenue.  For example the 268 
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proposed rate for the Extra Large Load Delivery Class at 0.87 cents per kWh is less than 269 

1/5th of the 4.47 cents per kWh proposed for the Single Family Delivery Class.  270 

Therefore, Mr. Fults’ insistence that the rate increase to the Extra Large Load Delivery 271 

Class should be limited to the system average increase approved by the Commission is 272 

not appropriate and should be rejected by the Commission. 273 

RDS 1:  Overall Proposed and Exemplar Delivery Service Revenue 
Delivery Class Current Proposed Preferred 

Exemplar 
Alternative 
Exemplar 

 ¢/kWh ¢/kWh ¢/kWh ¢/kWh 
Residential Sector     
  Single Family 3.61 4.47 4.47 4.47 
    Without Electric Space Heat 3.65 4.53 4.53 4.53 
    With Electric Space Heat 2.54 2.92 2.93 2.93 
  Multi Family 4.35 4.75 4.75 4.75 
    Without Electric Space Heat 4.83 5.27 5.28 5.28 
    With Electric Space Heat 3.04 3.31 3.31 3.32 
Nonresidential Sector     
  Watt-Hour 3.86 5.10 5.12 5.12 
  Small Load 1.99 2.54 2.54 2.54 
  Medium Load 1.61 1.68 1.70 1.69 
  Large Load 1.49 1.56 1.59 1.57 
  Very Large Load 1.31 1.46 1.53 1.44 
  Extra Large Load 0.66 0.87 0.91 0.84 
  High Voltage 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.28 
  Primary Voltage NA NA 1.07 NA 
  Railroad 0.87 0.91 0.91 0.90 
Lighting Sector     
  Fixture-Included 12.99 10.19 10.29 10.29 
  Dusk to Dawn 1.42 0.67 0.77 0.77 
  General 1.07 1.40 1.40 1.40 

 274 

Q. Did any witness representing DOE take issue with ComEd’s mitigation proposal for 275 

the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad delivery classes? 276 

A. No.   277 
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D. Residential Cost Allocation and Rate Design 278 

Q. In his rebuttal testimony (AG/CUB Ex. 11.0, 6:114-116), AG/CUB witness Rubin 279 

states, “My proposal allocates costs properly because the allocation of cost among 280 

customer classes should be based on various physical characteristics of the classes 281 

(such as energy demand, number of meters, and so on)…”  Do you agree that Mr. 282 

Rubin is allocating costs as his testimony indicates? 283 

A. No.  Mr. Rubin specifically says that cost allocation should be based on the energy 284 

demands of the delivery classes, and yet he does not allocate costs on the basis of the 285 

delivery classes’ noncoincident peak (“NCPs”) demands.  If Mr. Rubin insists on 286 

maintaining four distinct rate classifications for residential customers (single family 287 

versus multi family and with electric space heat versus without electric space heat), then 288 

(1) he should acknowledge that there are four NCPs for residential customers that are 289 

different from and occur at different times from one another, and (2) he should use those 290 

different NCPs for cost allocation in the ECOSS instead of proposing the use of a single 291 

NCP for all residential customers.  By using a single NCP for all residential customers for 292 

cost allocation in the ECOSS while insisting on retaining four distinct and different DFCs 293 

for four classes of residential customers1, Mr. Rubin most certainly is proposing 294 

inappropriate cost responsibility diversion away from residential customers. 295 

Mr. Rubin claims, “there is a very real difference in the cost of serving [electric] 296 

heating and non-heating customers, and that difference should be reflected in the rates 297 

paid by those customers.”  (AG/CUB Ex. 11.0, 7:137-139)  If that claim and his proposal 298 

                                                 
1  (1) single family customers without electric space heat, (2) single family customers 

with electric space heat, (3) multi family customers without electric space heat, and (4) multi 
family customers with electric space heat. 
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to have four separate DFCs for four residential delivery classes are to be taken seriously, 299 

then there should be cost allocations in the ECOSS that reflect those “very real 300 

differences” through the use of four distinct and different NCPs for those four residential 301 

delivery classes. 302 

Q. Is there any other reason why Mr. Rubin’s proposal to use a single NCP for the 303 

residential sector for cost allocation in the ECOSS is problematic? 304 

A. Yes.  In proposing that the ECOSS employ the use of a single NCP for cost allocation to 305 

the entire residential sector, Mr. Rubin insists that the number of residential delivery 306 

classes should not have an impact on the allocation of costs in the ECOSS.  Following 307 

Mr. Rubin’s logic, he should then have no objection to using a single NCP for the entire 308 

nonresidential sector and a single NCP for the entire lighting sector.  However, Mr. 309 

Rubin never indicates that a single NCP should replace the many NCPs used in the 310 

ECOSS for cost allocations to nonresidential customers or that a single NCP should 311 

replace the three NCPs used in the ECOSS for cost allocations to lighting customers.  Mr. 312 

Rubin appears to want to inappropriately skew cost allocation by having a single NCP for 313 

the residential sector even though he is proposing to maintain four residential delivery 314 

classes, while at the same time having separate and distinct NCPs for each of the eight (or 315 

nine if the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class is instituted) nonresidential delivery 316 

classes and three lighting delivery classes. 317 

Q. Do you take issue with Mr. Rubin’s claim that separate NCPs should not be used for 318 

groupings of residential customers because they are just “subclasses” of what he 319 

calls the “residential class”? 320 
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A. Yes.  There are two subclasses in the High Voltage Delivery Class, and in the ECOSS 321 

each of those subclasses has a separate NCP for use in cost allocation.  Therefore, even 322 

with his inappropriate use of the term “subclass” in describing the residential delivery 323 

classes, there should be distinct NCPs used for however many residential delivery classes 324 

(or subclasses as Mr. Rubin calls them) are implemented.  As I noted in my rate design 325 

rebuttal testimony, if Mr. Rubin’s proposal to use a single NCP for the residential sector 326 

for cost allocations in the ECOSS is to be taken seriously, then there should be only one 327 

DFC developed for application for all residential customers. 328 

Q. What is your response to Mr. Rubin’s apparent surprise that ComEd uses the term 329 

residential “sector” while the more familiar term used by other utilities is residential 330 

“class”? 331 

A. I note that ComEd uses the term residential sector as a term to address all residential 332 

customers because it currently has four distinct residential delivery classes.  In perusing 333 

other utilities’ rate schedules, I noticed that there are cases in which all residential 334 

customers are included in a single residential class because there are no rate 335 

classifications with separate charges for single family versus multi family premises and 336 

there are no rate classifications with separate delivery service charges for customers with 337 

electric space heat versus customers without electric space heat.  Moreover, in at least 338 

one instance (Public Service Electric and Gas Company) in which there is a rate 339 

distinction for customers with electric space heat, the utility expressly notes that the 340 

electric space heat rate is closed to new customers and is in the process of being 341 

eliminated. 342 
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Q. How do you respond to Mr. Rubin’s claim that you are not correct in saying that he 343 

is reintroducing a complexity in residential rate design? 344 

A. I stand by my statements.  Prior to the conclusion of ComEd’s 2005 rate case, there were 345 

four distinct residential DFCs.  ComEd currently has two different DFCs applicable to 346 

residential customers, set in accordance with the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s 2005 347 

rate case, “ComEd is directed to use its COSS to develop separate distribution facilities 348 

charges for space heating and non-space heating residential customers.” (Docket No. 05-349 

0597, Order (7/26/06) at 184).  While they each may be listed twice in Rate RDS – Retail 350 

Delivery Service for completeness, the fact remains that ComEd currently has just two 351 

distinct residential DFCs, 2.407¢/kWh for residential customers without electric space 352 

heat and 2.023¢/kWh for residential customers with electric space heat.  Mr. Rubin’s 353 

proposal would reverse the aforementioned directive of the Commission by reinstating 354 

four distinct residential DFCs, 2.915¢/kWh, 2.653¢/kWh, 1.872¢/kWh, and 1.583¢/kWh 355 

for single family customers without electric space heat, multi family customers without 356 

electric space heat, single family customers with electric space heat, and multi family 357 

customers with electric space heat, respectively.  Having two distinct DFCs for customers 358 

without electric space heat and then two other distinct DFCs for customer with electric 359 

space heat adds complexity.  For example, with Mr. Rubin’s proposal, two pieces of 360 

information [(a) single family or multi family premises and (b) type of heat] would need 361 

to be known before the proper DFC could be identified; currently just one piece of 362 

information [type of heat] is needed to determine the proper DFC. 363 
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Q. Is Mr. Rubin correct in claiming that his four distinct DFCs better reflect the costs 364 

of serving customers taking service under the particular rate schedule (AG/CUB Ex. 365 

11.0 at 10:185-187)? 366 

A. No.  As I previously discussed, because he does not utilize four distinct NCPs in the 367 

ECOSS to allocate costs for these customers, the resultant four distinct DFCs do not 368 

appropriately reflect the costs of serving these customers. 369 

Q. Could you summarize how ComEd’s proposal regarding residential rate design is 370 

superior to that proposed by Mr. Rubin? 371 

A. ComEd appropriately utilized two distinct NCPs, one for each of its proposed residential 372 

delivery classes.  Then, to provide for the recovery of those allocated costs, ComEd 373 

developed a rate design that has two separate and distinct customer charges and two 374 

separate and distinct DFCs for the two proposed residential delivery classes.  In short, 375 

ComEd’s approach properly aligns the cost recovery structure (i.e., the rates) with the 376 

cost allocation structure.  Additionally, ComEd appropriately proposes to consolidate the 377 

current four residential delivery classes into two, which is consistent with past 378 

instructions from the Commission that reduced complexity, eliminated end use rates, and 379 

grandfathered existing supply-related charges applicable to customers with electric space 380 

heat with the intention of phasing them out.  With ComEd’s proposal, customers will be 381 

treated more consistently and with reduced complexity on a going forward basis. 382 

E. Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax 383 

Q. In their rebuttal testimonies, did IIEC witness Mr. Stephens or REACT witness Mr. 384 

Fults provide any information or evidence to cause you to change your position with 385 
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respect to ComEd’s proposed IEDTs to recover costs associated with the Illinois 386 

Electricity Distribution Tax? 387 

A. No.  ComEd’s proposed IEDTs are appropriately designed for the reasons I presented in 388 

my rate design rebuttal testimony.  (ComEd Ex. 49.0, 17:378-18:426) 389 

Q. Does any witness agree with ComEd’s proposal with respect to the IEDTs? 390 

A. Yes.  In his rebuttal testimony, Staff witness Mr. Lazare provides comprehensive 391 

evidence which supports ComEd’s proposal regarding the IEDTs and serves to refute the 392 

rebuttal testimonies of Mr. Stephens and Mr. Fults.  (See Staff Ex. 26.0, 17:391-22:523) 393 

Q. Did Staff witness Mr. Boggs’ testimony regarding the IEDTs cause you concern? 394 

A. Yes.  Mr. Boggs includes the IEDTs among the delivery charges that he adjusts equally 395 

on an across the board basis to reflect the final revenue requirement approved by the 396 

Commission.  For example, in Staff Exhibit 29.0C Schedule 29.02C, Mr. Boggs indicates 397 

that the IEDT for residential customers should be adjusted downward from 398 

$0.00126/kWh to $0.00113/kWh in the event that Staff’s proposed revenue requirement 399 

is approved by the Commission.  However, if the IEDT is set at $0.00113/kWh, ComEd 400 

will not recover its costs associated with the Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax.  401 

Moreover, Mr. Boggs adjustment of the IEDT is in conflict with Mr. Lazare’s rebuttal 402 

testimony.  (See Staff Ex. 26.0, 25:585-26:596) 403 

Q. Do you agree with Staff witness Mr. Lazare with respect to his exclusion of the 404 

IEDTs from the across the board adjustment to reflect the final revenue 405 

requirement approved by the Commission (Staff Ex. 26.0, 25:585-26:596)? 406 
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A. Yes.  As noted by Mr. Lazare, the IEDTs should not be subject to any across the board 407 

adjustment reflective of the Commission’s approved revenue requirement in order to 408 

allow ComEd to recover its costs associated with the tax and to maintain consistency with 409 

the Commission’s decision in Docket No. 09-0306 (cons) for the Ameren Utilities. 410 

III. Primary/Secondary Distribution System 411 

A. Cost Assignment of ComEd’s Primary Voltage Distribution System 412 

Q. Can you please summarize which parties contend that segments of ComEd’s 413 

primary voltage system should not be allocated to the customers in the delivery 414 

classes that they represent? 415 

A. IIEC witness Stowe contends that “[t]he cost of single-phase circuits should be allocated 416 

to secondary voltage customers” (IIEC Ex. 6.0, 10:190-191).  CTA/Metra witness 417 

Bachman argues that “[C]omEd’s 4 kV system is not used to provide service to the 418 

Railroad Delivery Class, all costs associated below 12 kV should be excluded” 419 

(CTA/Metra Ex. 2.0, 5:97-99).  In direct testimony, Mr. Bachman had argued that all 34 420 

kV distribution facilities should also not be allocated to the Railroad Delivery Class.  421 

However, in rebuttal testimony, he now contends that “[s]ome portion of the 34 kV 422 

system should be allocated to the Railroad Delivery Class” (Id, 10:201-202) because 423 

ComEd provided data showing that ComEd uses 34 kV and 4 kV facilities to provide 424 

service at four traction power substations.  Finally, REACT witness Terhune 425 

recommends “[t]he exclusion of the revenue requirements associated with specific plant 426 

categories, including single-phase and two-phase primary distribution lines, certain low-427 

capability three-phase line sections, secondary distribution lines and ComEd owned 428 
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secondary service conductors from the rates charged to the Extra Large Load class 429 

customers.” (REACT Ex. 6.0, 458-462). 430 

Q. Do ComEd’s rate design models allocate costs for secondary distribution lines to 431 

customers in the Extra Large Load Delivery Class as Mr. Terhune suggests in his 432 

recommendation? 433 

A. No.  Rate design models presented in ComEd Exs. 16.2, 49.1, 49.2, and 49.3 and all of 434 

the rate designs attached to this testimony in ComEd Exs. 73.1, 73.2, and 73.3 do not 435 

allocate costs for secondary distribution lines to customers in the Extra Large Load 436 

Delivery Class. 437 

Q. Has Staff responded to any of these arguments to segment ComEd’s primary 438 

voltage distribution system for purposes of cost allocation? 439 

A. Yes.  Staff witness Lazare stated that Mr. Stowe’s argument should be rejected.  (Staff 440 

Ex. 26.0, 17:382-389).  Mr. Lazare finds IIEC’s arguments to be one-sided and if primary 441 

voltage customers should not be held responsible for costs of single-phase lines, then 442 

secondary customers should not have to bear the additional expense of three-phase 443 

facilities required to serve the end-use requirements of primary customers.  In other 444 

words, ComEd experiences additional costs to build and maintain a three-phase system 445 

that is not necessary for single-phase customers and IIEC does not consider all of the 446 

additional expense ComEd incurs to build and maintain a three-phase system to serve 447 

three-phase customers versus what may be a less expensive single-phase system.  448 

Consequently Mr. Lazare supports rejecting IIEC’s arguments and their related cost 449 

allocation presented in IIEC Ex. 6.1. 450 
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Q. Does ComEd agree with Mr. Lazare’s conclusion that IIEC’s proposal to segment 451 

ComEd’s primary voltage distribution system for cost allocation purposes should be 452 

rejected? 453 

A. Yes.  ComEd agrees with Staff that IIEC’s proposal to segment ComEd’s primary voltage 454 

distribution system so costs for single-phase primary voltage lines are not allocated to 455 

primary voltage customers should be rejected.  Likewise, the REACT and CTA/Metra 456 

proposals to not allocate certain costs of ComEd’s primary voltage distribution system to 457 

customers in the Railroad Delivery Class or Extra Large Load Delivery Class because 458 

customers in those delivery classes may use only a certain portion of ComEd’s primary 459 

voltage distribution system are similarly one-sided and should also be rejected. 460 

Q. Are the analyses proposed by IIEC, REACT, and CTA/Metra necessary or 461 

reasonable? 462 

A. No.  Attempting to perform such analyses would be attempting to provide a segmentation 463 

of a system that does not lend itself to segmentation; any such segmentation would likely 464 

be inappropriate moments after it is completed, or even while the analyses were in 465 

process, because ComEd’s primary distribution system is a highly integrated system that 466 

is not static and is continuously being reconfigured and upgraded to meet the changing 467 

needs of its customers and the changing mix of customers on each of the 6,400 circuits 468 

that comprise ComEd’s primary distribution system.  Moreover, such analyses are neither 469 

necessary nor reasonable.  Such proposed segmentation is a one-sided cost avoidance 470 

analysis and would not provide a complete picture of how the costs of ComEd’s 471 

integrated primary system should be allocated.  Consequently, such one-sided analyses 472 

would not result in a fair allocation of costs.  In order to provide a complete picture of 473 
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how costs should be allocated to all of ComEd’s delivery classes2 for ComEd’s primary 474 

system components, an analysis would involve a much more complex and controversial 475 

multi-dimensional analysis determining (1) which components are operating at different 476 

primary voltages (i.e., 4 kV, 12 kV, and 34 kV) or are shared components that support 477 

two or more primary voltages, (2) which components have “main stem capability” or less 478 

than “main stem capability”, (3) which components are constructed in a single-phase, 479 

two-phase, or three-phase configuration and (4) which components are considered 480 

standard or nonstandard under ComEd’s Rider NS – Nonstandard Services and Facilities 481 

(“Rider NS”) or (5) were subject to refundable deposits under ComEd’s Rider DE – 482 

Distribution System Extensions (“Rider DE”).  Certainly such an analysis would be many 483 

times more complex and controversial than the segmentation of ComEd’s distribution 484 

system into primary and secondary which ComEd has already performed.  Performing 485 

such a complex multi-dimensional analysis is simply not necessary or reasonable.  486 

Moreover, performing the one-sided analysis that these parties endorse is inequitable to 487 

other customer classes and therefore inappropriate. 488 

Q. Can you further describe what ComEd would need to do to performing such a 489 

complex multi-dimensional analysis you mention above? 490 

A. Yes.  To put the magnitude of such analyses in perspective in the short time available to 491 

prepare this rate design surrebuttal testimony, I estimate the work involved to be at least 492 

39 times the amount of work that it took to perform the segmentation of ComEd’s 493 

distribution system into two parts, primary and secondary.  First ComEd would have to 494 

                                                 
2 There are 13 delivery classes under ComEd’s proposed rate structure, 14 under ComEd’s preferred 

exemplar rate structure, or 13 under the alternative exemplar rate structure. 
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segment the primary system into 3 subparts (4 kV, 12 kV, and 34 kV) as well as identify 495 

shared facilities that support two or more of those three primary operating voltages.  496 

Second, assuming there is only 3-phase 34 kV, ComEd would then need to segment each 497 

of the 2 subparts for 4 kV and 12 kV into 3 smaller subparts (3-phase, 2-phase, and 1-498 

phase).  Third, assuming only 3-phase needs to be divided into “main stem” and “non 499 

main stem”, ComEd would then need to segment each of the 3 subparts that are 3-phase 500 

(4 kV, 12 kV, and 34 kV) in 2 smaller subparts for “main stem” and “non main stem”, 501 

which at this point is a subtotal of 13 subparts.  Fourth, then ComEd would need to 502 

further segment each of those 13 subparts into 3 more subparts for standard facilities, 503 

nonstandard facilities, and facilities subject to refundable deposit, which results in a 504 

grand total of 39 subparts. Fifth, ComEd would then need to determine corresponding 505 

costs associated with each of those 39 subparts and determine how to allocate the costs of 506 

each of those 39 subparts to each of the 13 or 14 delivery classes (and any subclasses 507 

within these classes) based upon where each type of customer takes service on the 508 

various subparts.  Finally, ComEd would need to use these allocators to assign costs from 509 

its plant data to the 13 or 14 delivery classes for the assignment of costs within its 510 

ECOSS.   511 

By comparison, ComEd’s primary secondary split (a 2 part split as compared to 512 

this potential 39 part split) has consumed resources and been the subject of contentious 513 

litigation for about two years.  Extrapolating the resource and litigation effort of such a 514 

39 part split of ComEd’s almost 6,400 circuits and determining what customer classes are 515 

served from each split is unquestionably an undertaking that would require significant 516 
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resources many times greater than the 2 part primary secondary split and would 517 

undoubtedly be just as contentious as the 2 part primary secondary split. 518 

B. Exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class 519 

Q. Can you please summarize the differences between the preferred and alternative 520 

exemplar rate designs presented in your rebuttal testimony?  (ComEd Ex. 49.0, 521 

5:120-8:184) 522 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s preferred exemplar rate design creates a single Primary Voltage Delivery 523 

Class with a subclass for accounts with usage greater than 10 megawatts (“MW”).  The 524 

subclass for accounts with usage greater than 10 MW was introduced so that accounts 525 

currently in the Extra Large Load Delivery Class and receiving the benefit of the 526 

Commission ordered mitigation can continue to receive the mitigation in the new Primary 527 

Voltage Delivery Class.  The preferred exemplar rate design will have separate DFCs and 528 

transformer charges for service points to which electricity is delivered at a primary 529 

voltage all contained in one delivery class because costs and facilities necessary to serve 530 

these types of customers is similar. 531 

The alternative exemplar rate design does not create a new delivery class.  532 

Instead, the existing demand-based nonresidential classes are subdivided to incorporate 533 

DFCs and transformer charges for service points to which electricity is delivered at a 534 

primary voltage (i.e., 4 kV, 12 kV, or 34 kV).  Under the alternative exemplar rate design 535 

the primary voltage customers in the demand-based nonresidential classes that require 536 

facilities necessary to provide service at 4 kV, 12 kV, or 34 kV will be grouped together 537 

with accounts that receive service at a secondary voltage (e.g. 120/240 V, 120/208 V, or 538 

277/480 V) for purposes of assigning some costs. 539 
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Q. Why does ComEd prefer to have a separate delivery class for these customers that 540 

receive service at 4 kV, 12 kV, or 34 kV instead of grouping these customers with 541 

other customers that receive a secondary voltage in the existing demand-based 542 

delivery classes? 543 

A. As I explained in my rate design rebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 49.0, 31:691-32:712), 544 

customers taking service at various primary voltages require similar facilities.  That is, a 545 

customer that takes service at a primary voltage from ComEd without any transformation 546 

is provided identical facilities (e.g., primary wire tap, fusing, and primary voltage 547 

metering) regardless of the load requirements and those facilities are different from the 548 

type of facilities provided to a typical secondary voltage customer (e.g., transformation to 549 

a secondary voltage, fusing, secondary voltage metering) in a demand-based class.  To 550 

help clarify this point, I included a diagram in ComEd Ex. 73.5 which illustrates the on-551 

property service facilities that ComEd provides to four sample customers.  Customers A 552 

and B are customers receiving service at a primary voltage (12 kV) and are eligible for 553 

service under the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class and Customers C and D are 554 

customers that receive service at a secondary voltage (277/480 V) and would not be 555 

eligible for service under the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class.  ComEd 556 

provides Customers A and B with identical on-property service facilities (only the fuses 557 

would be different sizes) even though Customer A requires only 300 kW of service and 558 

Customer B requires 2,500 kW of service.  However, the on-property service facilities 559 

serving Customer C are very different from the service facilities serving Customer A 560 

even though they both have load requirements of 300 kW.  Likewise, the facilities 561 

serving Customers B and D are very different even though both customers have load 562 
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requirements of 2,500 kW.  Because identical on-property service facilities can serve 563 

customers receiving a primary voltage regardless of load (e.g., Customers A and B) and 564 

those facilities are very different from the facilities that are required to serve a secondary 565 

voltage customer with similar demand levels (e.g., Customers A and C), ComEd 566 

maintains that a single Primary Voltage Delivery Class is the superior rate design. 567 

Q. Does any party agree that the customers which receive service at a primary voltage 568 

should be grouped into a single delivery class if the Commission establishes different 569 

DFCs for customers that receive a primary voltage? 570 

A. Yes.  Commercial Group witness Baudino recommends that the Commission approve the 571 

ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 51.2 (ECOSS with a single Primary Voltage Delivery 572 

Class) if the Commission decides to establish a primary voltage delivery class in this 573 

proceeding.  (CG Ex. 3.0, 2:27-29) 574 

Q. Do any parties disagree that the customers which receive service at a primary 575 

voltage should be grouped into a single delivery class if the Commission establishes 576 

different DFCs for customers that receive a primary voltage? 577 

A. Yes.  IIEC witnesses Stowe and Stephens appear to support having separate primary 578 

voltage DFCs without separate transformer charges for primary voltage customers.  The 579 

cost allocation presented in IIEC Ex. 6.1 and rate design presented in IIEC Ex. 5.4 are 580 

clearly shown without a separate allocation for transformers.  It is not clear to ComEd if 581 

IIEC supports ComEd’s alternative exemplar rate design which does include separate 582 

transformer charges for primary voltage customers because Mr. Stowe states:  “ComEd’s 583 

Alternative Exemplar ECOS study cannot allocate the segregated costs appropriately and 584 

subclass costs and rates are not developed.” (IIEC Ex. 6.0, 5:83-85) 585 
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Additionally Mr. Lazare states that ComEd failed to provide an adequate 586 

explanation of the differences in its rate design approach to primary and secondary 587 

customers and ComEd must explain why the primary and secondary customers deserve 588 

such a different treatment in the allocation of these costs. (Staff Ex. 26.0, 23:535-555).  589 

To explain ComEd’s logic for why it is ComEd’s position that if a distinction is made in 590 

rates for primary and secondary customers, then primary customers should be grouped 591 

together in a single class, the purpose of ComEd’s delivery classes are to group 592 

customers together that have similar electrical requirements that require similar types of 593 

distribution facilities and service for the purposes of cost allocation.  ComEd Ex. 73.5 594 

clearly shows that ComEd provides Customers A and B almost identical service facilities 595 

even though their demand levels are quite different.  It also shows that Customer A and 596 

Customer C, and likewise Customer B and Customer D, are provided very different 597 

service facilities even though their demand levels are identical. 598 

Q. Is it appropriate to not have a separate primary voltage transformer charge as IIEC 599 

witnesses Stowe and Stephens recommend? 600 

A. No.  ComEd introduced the primary voltage transformer charge in its exemplar rate 601 

designs to comply with the Commission’s directive to identify customers that do not 602 

require a ComEd transformation and appropriately not charge such customers for 603 

transformers that they do not require.  (Docket No. 08-0532, Order (4/21/10) at 39) 604 

Q. Can you address Mr. Lazare’s concern regarding the divergent Customer Charges 605 

in ComEd’s preferred exemplar rate design?  (Staff Ex. 26.0, 23:535-555) 606 

A. Yes.  As with any delivery class there will be customers that receive more or less than the 607 

typical average standard installation.  Customers that receive a primary voltage and have 608 
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load requirements of less than 400 kW have typically benefited from being in a class 609 

which requires less facilities and services for the typical standard installation.  Using the 610 

diagrams in ComEd Ex. 73.5 as an example, assume that Customer A is a municipal 611 

pumping station or rock quarry (which are reflective of the types of customers that 612 

require primary voltage service and have lower demand levels) and Customer C is a Best 613 

Buy electronics store.  Customer A would benefit from the lower customer charge 614 

because a municipal pumping station or rock quarry requires more customer service time 615 

from ComEd’s customer services department.  ComEd’s customer services departments 616 

regularly call on municipal accounts to assure service is maintained to critical municipal 617 

infrastructure.  Likewise, a rock quarry also requires more customer service time because 618 

they often modify facilities at quarry sites to mine rock throughout the quarry which 619 

requires scheduling outages and engineering services.  A customer such as a Best Buy 620 

store requires minimal customer contact because retail stores rarely make the types of 621 

revisions a rock quarry may make and do not require the same amount of on-going 622 

customer contact that a municipality requires.  Furthermore, if Customer A is charged the 623 

average customer charge for a 100 to 400 kW secondary voltage customer, Customer A 624 

also benefits from the lower cost for the typical service connection and less expensive 625 

current transformers (“CTs”) that a typical secondary voltage customer would receive.  In 626 

other words, by taking service in the demand-based classes, these primary voltage 627 

customers have actually been the beneficiaries of an intra-class subsidy.  Again, just as 628 

with the distribution facilities that ComEd provides as standard to these customers that 629 

receive a primary voltage, the amount of customer service time, CT and PT requirements, 630 

and service connection cost also support that primary voltage customers are similar in the 631 
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cost to serve regardless of their kW demand and warrant a single Primary Voltage 632 

Delivery Class. 633 

Q. Does ComEd contend that the alternative exemplar rate design should not be 634 

approved because ComEd may be required to manually bill accounts until its billing 635 

system can be configured to implement five separate primary voltage DFCs and five 636 

separate primary voltage transformer charges to have separate charges in each 637 

demand based delivery class? 638 

A. No.  In my rate design rebuttal testimony, I was simply stating the fact that ComEd has 639 

begun the process of estimating the cost and on-going requirements to build and maintain 640 

a billing system capable of billing for the exemplar Primary Voltage Delivery Class.  641 

Aside from the fact that primary voltage customers are provided with similar service 642 

facilities regardless of load, the single Primary Voltage Delivery Class is more desirable 643 

to ComEd from a programming, engineering, and billing perspective.  It is more desirable 644 

from a programming perspective because a single Primary Voltage Delivery Class will be 645 

less costly to maintain and build because fewer charges will need to be tested and 646 

updated and any electronic “tags” that are necessary to label meters as primary voltage, 647 

primary voltage transformer, or secondary voltage will only need to be built in the 648 

Primary Voltage Delivery Class and not in all five of the demand based delivery classes.  649 

From an engineering and account management perspective, the single Primary Voltage 650 

Delivery Class is more desirable because the use of such a class for customers that have 651 

similar electric requirements and receive service through similar types of facilities will 652 

identify the customers as being different from the secondary voltage customers and it will 653 

be easier to explain to customers their service options and related charges.  Additionally, 654 
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account setup errors and related billing errors are less likely to occur if the primary 655 

voltage charges and related electronic “tags” in ComEd’s billing system are only 656 

available in a single delivery class.  Furthermore, with a single set of charges for each of 657 

the two subclasses in the Primary Voltage Delivery Class, if an adjustment is required 658 

due to a meter error, the adjustment is far less likely to have the complexity of having to 659 

apply charges from multiple delivery classes if the customer’s demand levels change 660 

during the period of adjustment such that the demand-based delivery class would also 661 

have changed. 662 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Stephens’ suggestion that it would be acceptable to phase-in 663 

or delay a change in rates if ComEd finds it necessary to manually bill accounts 664 

eligible for the primary voltage DFCs?  (IIEC Ex. 5.0, 27:599-604) 665 

A. ComEd does not support a phase-in of the rate design or charges and Mr. Stephens’ 666 

proposed delay should be rejected.  A phase-in of rates is not appropriate and will result 667 

in customer confusion due to the change in charges that are billed as the change in rate 668 

design is phased in and the tariff sheet revisions necessary to implement a phase-in.  It 669 

could also create customer dissatisfaction from customers that may receive a benefit from 670 

the approved rate design sooner, absent the phase in to that approved rate design.  671 

Furthermore, it is likely that ComEd would incur additional costs to implement the phase-672 

in that may not be any lower than the cost of manual billing. 673 

C. Other Positions Pertaining to Methodologies Used in the Primary/Secondary 674 
Analyses 675 

Q. Can you please summarize Staff witness Lazare’s concern with ComEd’s view that 676 

directly observing certain facilities in the field and not relying on ComEd’s maps 677 
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will be cost prohibitive and will not provide more reliable information to allocate 678 

costs in its primary/secondary analysis (Staff Ex. 26.0, 9:200-10:213)?  679 

A. Yes.  In my rate design rebuttal testimony, I provided examples of why I believe that 680 

looking at man-holes, conduit, and poles in the field will not provide more reliable 681 

information to allocate costs in ComEd’s primary/secondary analysis.  Mr. Lazare is 682 

correct that in some instances ComEd required field visits to confirm facilities serving 683 

primary voltage customers if ComEd’s maps did not provide enough information to 684 

determine the type of facilities serving such customers.  However, for underground 685 

conduit inside the City of Chicago, Mr. Lazare is mistaken in his apparent understanding 686 

that ComEd directly observed man-holes and conduit in the City of Chicago by 687 

conducting field visits when he stated “[i]t should be noted that the Company has not 688 

found it too taxing to break these costs down into primary and secondary components 689 

within the City of Chicago.”  (Staff Ex. 9.0, 9:201-203)  Because ComEd has its 690 

secondary conductor mapped within the City of Chicago in the ComEd Geographical 691 

Information System (“CEGIS”) system, ComEd performed a query of its CEGIS system 692 

to determine the footage of conduit with secondary conductor to determine how much 693 

conduit has secondary conductor versus the total amount of conduit within the City of 694 

Chicago.  ComEd could not perform the same type of query in CEGIS for secondary 695 

conductor outside the City of Chicago because the underground secondary conductor is 696 

not mapped in CEGIS outside the City of Chicago. 697 

Q. Are there any other clarifications to Mr. Lazare’s testimony you would like to add? 698 

A. Yes.  First, Mr. Lazare appears to have misstated the application of primary voltage and 699 

secondary voltage DFCs in the alternative exemplar rate design when he stated: “primary 700 
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customers would pay only the applicable DFC charge for the primary system while 701 

secondary customers would pay both the primary and secondary DFC charge” (Id., 702 

24:567-569)  For clarification, the secondary voltage DFC would be the only DFC 703 

applicable to secondary voltage customers and the primary voltage DFC, primary voltage 704 

transformer charge, and secondary voltage DFC could all be applicable to a primary 705 

voltage customer if the customer receives all three types of service at its premises on a 706 

single account.  Second, in comparing the preferred and alternative exemplar rate 707 

designs, Mr. Lazare implies that the preferred exemplar rate design with the single 708 

Primary Voltage Delivery Class does not treat customers in a consistent manner that 709 

limits the differences to the fact that some customers use the secondary distribution 710 

system to receive power and some do not. (Id., 25:571-576)  Mr. Lazare is mistaken in 711 

his statement.  By having a single Primary Voltage Delivery Class, ComEd clearly 712 

identifies the customers that do not use the secondary distribution system and those 713 

customers are billed under their own separate delivery class without any costs for 714 

secondary distribution facilities if they do not utilize them. 715 

Q. Does Mr. Lazare contend that ComEd should directly observe in the field all of its 716 

primary and secondary facilities to determine if more reliable information to 717 

allocate costs in its primary/secondary analysis can be obtained? 718 

A. No.  Mr. Lazare states: “A more limited analysis would be in order and the Commission 719 

should direct the Company to perform a representative set (i.e., using a statistically 720 

derived sample) of direct observations of weather resistant wire.”  (Id, 9:189-191). 721 
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Q. Does ComEd agree that the Commission should direct ComEd to perform a field 722 

review of a representative set of weather resistant wire or any other distribution 723 

facilities? 724 

A. No.  As I explained in my rate design rebuttal testimony and again in this testimony, there 725 

are circumstances that are simply cost prohibitive to perform field visits and would not 726 

provide more reliable information with which to allocate costs even with limited field 727 

reviews (e.g., secondary cable in conduit outside Chicago or the use of weather resistant 728 

wire as secondary versus primary which may be not be uniform across ComEd’s service 729 

territory and thus would require a large sample).  However, also as explained in my rate 730 

design rebuttal testimony, ComEd does intend to improve the accuracy of estimates, or 731 

look for new ways to allocate costs in its primary/secondary analysis, when new data or 732 

information regarding ComEd’s facilities become available.  Nevertheless, if the 733 

Commission orders ComEd to perform additional reviews, or tabulate data that currently 734 

is not available, the Order should allow ComEd to compile additional samples of data 735 

beyond the samples already reviewed using information directly available from its 736 

mapping or billing system if available and, if such data are not available from those 737 

systems, then and only then should ComEd perform additional field reviews. 738 

IV. Street Lighting 739 

Q. Can you summarize City witness Bodmer’s rebuttal testimony regarding cost 740 

allocation to street lighting?  (City Ex. 2.0, 27:519-33:634) 741 

A. Yes.  Mr. Bodmer addressed ComEd’s suggestions to modify the Chicago Method cost 742 

allocation adjustments that reallocate costs from the Dusk to Dawn Lighting Delivery 743 

Class to other classes if the Commission supports the inclusion of the method in 744 
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ComEd’s rate design.  ComEd’s suggestions were to include alley lights that use the 745 

same secondary wire that serve residential and arterial lights and to not allocate zero costs 746 

for the service connections that ComEd makes to connect the City’s residential and 747 

arterial lights to ComEd’s secondary distribution system. 748 

Q. What was Mr. Bodmer’s reaction to including the alley lights in the Chicago 749 

Method? 750 

A. Mr. Bodmer is now willing to include alley lights in the Chicago Method even though he 751 

calls it a “silly adjustment” (Id, 29:551-553).  However, Mr. Bodmer maintains that 752 

something other than the 33% weighting factor that Mr. Bodmer himself introduced for 753 

residential and arterial lights should be used but Mr. Bodmer did not offer an alternative 754 

weighting factor. 755 

Q. What was Mr. Bodmer’s response to including the cost of service connections for the 756 

City’s street lights to ComEd’s secondary distribution system in the Chicago 757 

Method? 758 

A. In my rate design rebuttal testimony, I clarified that ComEd’s allocation of services cost 759 

is for ComEd to physically connect customer-owned wire to ComEd’s secondary 760 

distribution system and did not include any cost for ComEd provided service wire 761 

(ComEd Ex. 6.0, 45:1052-46:1067).  However, Mr. Bodmer still maintains:  “ComEd has 762 

not performed the labor nor incurred material costs for the service connections for many 763 

years.  During all this time, the Company has been charging the City for connections that 764 

the City makes and that have cost the City significant sums of money.” (City Ex. 2.0, 765 

33:631-634)  ComEd attempted to investigate this matter further because it is a concern 766 
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to ComEd that the City may be making improper connections and may not be properly 767 

billed for their street lighting. 768 

Q. How did ComEd investigate if the City is making improper connections and ComEd 769 

is not billing the City for all of its street lights? 770 

A. ComEd submitted two new sets of data requests (i.e., ComEd’s second set and third set) 771 

to the City to determine how many street lights are being connected by the City and 772 

where those street lights are located.  Attached as ComEd Ex. 73.6 is the City’s response 773 

to the second set of data requests submitted to the City.  In their response, the City 774 

estimated that it made approximately 4,000 “taps” to ComEd facilities in 2010.  775 

However, the City also stated that “[i]n the vast majority of cases, the City is replacing 776 

existing, older facilities with new facilities.”  This implies that the majority of these 777 

connections made by the City were at locations where a ComEd permanent connection 778 

existed and the City modified the existing permanent connections or removed and 779 

replaced it.  The City did not inform ComEd of the locations of these 4,000 taps and 780 

associated street lights because they stated the information was not available in one 781 

database and it would be unduly burdensome to compile the information.  Furthermore, 782 

in subpart (c) of the data request ComEd-City 2.02, ComEd asked if any of the street 783 

lights associated with the 4,000 taps identified by the City are not being billed to the City 784 

by ComEd and the City’s response was simply “Not applicable”. 785 

Q. Did ComEd seek further clarification regarding these 4,000 taps where the City 786 

claims that only the City has made a connection and ComEd has not made a final 787 

permanent connection? 788 
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A. Yes.  ComEd immediately submitted the third set of data requests to obtain the 789 

information that the City failed to provide in the earlier responses.  Attached as ComEd 790 

Ex. 73.7 is the City’s response to ComEd’s third set of data requests seeking clarification 791 

on the 4,000 taps identified by the City.  In summary, ComEd requested: 1) how many of 792 

the 4,000 taps were new connections and how many were revisions to existing 793 

connections and if those existing connections had ComEd’s permanent connections on 794 

them prior to their revision, 2) if the City is making the connections in ComEd’s man-795 

holes where confined spaces can create dangerous operating conditions, 3) clarification 796 

on how many street lighting databases the City has and how those databases are 797 

maintained, 4) a subset of the street lights from only one of the databases because the 798 

City had previously stated that gathering the information from multiple databases was 799 

unduly burdensome, 5) clarification if the City asked ComEd for a final permanent 800 

connection for the 4,000 taps and if the City wanted ComEd to make a final permanent 801 

connection, and 6) if ComEd is not billing for any of these associated street lights where 802 

the City has made connections because the City’s first response was not responsive. 803 

Q. How did the City respond to your third set of data requests seeking further 804 

clarification on the 4,000 taps identified by the City? 805 

A. As shown in ComEd Ex. 73.7, the City confirmed that they do not make the connections 806 

in man-holes and that they have not made a request to ComEd to make a final permanent 807 

connection of the 4,000 City made “taps” that they identified in the first data request 808 

response.  The City still has not provided the locations of these 4,000 taps and ComEd 809 

will need to address this practice of not notifying ComEd of street lighting connections or 810 

revisions. 811 
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Q. How do you respond to Mr. Bodmer’s claim that “ComEd has made a new stride in 812 

adopting Harry Truman’s idea that “if you can’t convince them, confuse them”? 813 

(City Ex. 2.0, 30:586-31:587) 814 

A. ComEd disagrees that it has maintained a strategy of providing confusing information or 815 

proposals.  Throughout this proceeding, and the Rate Design Investigation (Docket 08-816 

0532), ComEd provided very clear diagrams and easy to understand descriptions of how 817 

ComEd serves the dusk to dawn street lighting equipment and why the City’s residential 818 

and arterial street lighting with City-provided wire between the lights does not justify 819 

special treatment.  (ICC Docket No. 08-0532, ComEd Ex. 6.0, 44:1016-1051)  Moreover, 820 

Staff does not appear to be confused by ComEd’s application or proposed modification of 821 

the Chicago Method because no Staff witness has objected. 822 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Bodmer’s claim that “[w]hen Mr. Alongi chose to add 823 

alley lights to his analysis, he adopted all of the adjustments I made for intangible 824 

and general plant, operation and maintenance expenses, taxes other than income 825 

and administrative costs”? (Id, 29:553-555) 826 

A. As I stated in my rate design rebuttal testimony “First, to be clear, I did not check the 827 

accuracy of Mr. Bodmer’s cost assignments or assumptions, I merely expanded the 828 

Chicago Method to include alley lights and eliminated the assumption that ComEd incurs 829 

no costs for street light service connections.”  (ComEd Ex. 49.0 48:1086-1089).  Again, 830 

ComEd has not reviewed the accuracy of all of Mr. Bodmer’s calculations and has not 831 

accepted his calculations because ComEd maintains that it is not an appropriate analysis. 832 

As I previously noted, ComEd requests that the Commission reconsider its directive 833 

instructing ComEd to utilize the Chicago Method. 834 
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Q. Do you have any further comment on the Chicago Method? 835 

A. Yes.  Given the fact that Mr. Bodmer continues to make adjustments to the Chicago 836 

Method shows that Mr. Bodmer cannot attest that it produces accurate results.  In 837 

summary, some of his notable revisions are:  838 

 Docket 08-0532, City Ex. 1.0 Revised, p 39: Mr. Bodmer 839 
introduces the Chicago Method and calls the calculated cost 840 
“Secondary and Service Cost” even though the calculation ignores 841 
the cost of service connections; 842 

 Docket 08-0532, City Ex. 2.0, p 7: Mr. Bodmer maintains that 843 
alley lights should not be part of the calculation, p 21: Mr. Bodmer 844 
modifies the feet of secondary wire from a ComEd transformer to a 845 
street light connection point from 40-50 feet to 113 feet based 846 
upon a diagram provided by ComEd; 847 

 The instant docket, City Ex. 1.0, p. 46-47: Mr. Bodmer claims that 848 
City personnel/contractors make all connections of City street 849 
lights to ComEd secondary wire and therefore setting the cost of 850 
service connections to zero is appropriate, p. 51: Mr. Bodmer 851 
wants the Chicago Method applied to other municipalities, p. 55-852 
56: Mr. Bodmer recognizes an error he made and includes some of 853 
the costs from ComEd’s ECOSS which he previously excluded and 854 
includes costs for O&M, taxes, administrative costs, and intangible 855 
and general plant costs, p. 57: Mr. Bodmer changes the cost per 856 
foot of wire to $3.05 per foot from approximately $1.82 per foot to 857 
recognize that he was including cost for less expensive primary 858 
voltage wire in his calculation, p. 58: Mr. Bodmer introduces a 859 
new, unsupported 33% factor to estimate the portion of secondary 860 
conductor used by City lights; and 861 

 The instant docket, City Ex. 2.0, p. 31-32: Mr. Bodmer suggests 862 
further revisions should be made to the Chicago Method because 863 
he is now open to including alley lights in the calculation but he 864 
now believes that his 33% weighting factor should be something 865 
other than 33%. 866 

Q. Can you please summarize ComEd’s opinion of the Chicago Method? 867 

A. Yes.  ComEd maintains that the use of the Chicago Method is not appropriate.  More 868 

importantly, ComEd’s ECOSS allocates the costs of distribution assets to the various 869 
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delivery classes utilizing the data recorded in specific accounts of the Uniform System of 870 

Accounts.  The information recorded in those accounts does not reveal the class or 871 

classes of customers that may take service directly or indirectly from specific assets, or 872 

any particular class of assets, at any particular time.  CP and NCP based allocation factors 873 

are generally used to allocate the cost of distribution related assets including secondary 874 

distribution wire.  The one-sided approach used in the Chicago Method for a small subset 875 

of City dusk to dawn street lights does not consider how other delivery classes use 876 

secondary wire, and its use results in an inappropriate adjustment to ComEd’s CP and 877 

NCP allocators within the ECOSS.  For all these reasons, the Commission should 878 

reconsider the directive it issued in the Rate Design Investigation Order in Docket No. 879 

08-0532, reject the use of the Chicago Method for allocating secondary and service costs 880 

associated with the City’s dusk to dawn street lights, and instead support the more 881 

traditional ECOSS principles in allocating costs to the Dusk to Dawn Lighting Delivery 882 

Class.  However, if the Commission still directs ComEd to use the Chicago Method, the 883 

application of the Chicago Method should include the City’s alley lights in the 884 

calculation and should also recognize the costs ComEd incurs to connect City street lights 885 

to ComEd’s distribution system as presented in ComEd Ex. 49.7. 886 

V. Distribution Loss Factors 887 

Q. Are you providing updated DLFs that correspond to the revised loss studies 888 

provided in ComEd Exs. 67.1 Revised and 67.2? 889 

A. Yes.  Updated DLFs are provided in ComEd Ex. 73.8 Revised.  This exhibit provides 890 

three sets of DLFs.  The first page provides DLFs for ComEd’s proposed rate design, the 891 
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second page provides DLFs for ComEd’s preferred exemplar rate design, and the third 892 

page provides DLFs for the alternative exemplar rate design.   893 

Q. Do you agree with REACT witness Mr. Fults’ recommendation that the DLFs 894 

should be updated on an annual basis? 895 

A. No.  As I noted in my non-rate design surrebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 68.0), changes 896 

in the DLFs should be accompanied by associated changes in ComEd’s ECOSS and its 897 

delivery service charges.  Therefore, if the DLFs were to be changed on an annual basis, 898 

then there would need to be annual changes to ComEd’s base rates for delivery service.  899 

Mr. Fults’ recommendation would unnecessarily complicate the rate setting process for 900 

what would likely be small changes in the values of the DLFs.  The setting and updating 901 

of DLFs and base rate charges for delivery service should remain an activity associated 902 

with formal rate case proceedings and should not be subjected to change each year. 903 

VI. Limitation of Liability Provisions 904 

Q. Do you agree with CTA witness Mr. Harper’s assertion that ComEd claims it can 905 

unilaterally alter the CTA contract? 906 

A. Mr. Harper’s statement addresses ComEd’s proposal for a modification to a provision in 907 

the General Terms and Conditions of its rates, a provision of general applicability that 908 

applies to all ComEd customers including its railroad customers.  I disagree with Mr. 909 

Harper’s assertion that ComEd’s proposal is a unilateral alteration of ComEd’s contract 910 

with the CTA.  It is true that ComEd’s half-century old contract with CTA contains a 911 

provision that addresses a similar subject.  That provision, like many other provisions of 912 

that very old contract, has been effectively superseded on numerous occasions over the 913 

years as the Commission has from time to time approved many changes to ComEd’s 914 
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General Terms and Conditions.  And, while I am not a lawyer, that outcome, I 915 

understand, is entirely consistent with other provisions of the CTA contract that 916 

recognize and defer to the authority of this Commission to regulate the rates that apply to 917 

the services ComEd provides to its customers.  Indeed, CTA’s argument, carried to its 918 

logical end, makes no real sense.  It would mean that the Commission is precluded by 919 

that very old contract from regulating the rates ComEd charges its customers, including 920 

railroad customers, simply because that contract addressed rates for service.  ComEd’s 921 

proposed tariff changes, which are obviously being litigated in this proceeding and are 922 

subject to Commission approval, cannot, under any stretch of the imagination, be 923 

considered unilateral alterations of the CTA contract by ComEd. 924 

Finally, I note that ComEd representatives, prior to initiation of this rate case, met 925 

with representatives from the CTA to discuss various topics of concern to the two 926 

entities.  Those conversations were conducted on the understanding that they were in the 927 

nature of settlement negotiations and were not subject to disclosure outside of those 928 

discussions by either party.  I can say without violating that agreement, however, that 929 

ComEd is amenable to mutually developing with CTA an update to that old contract to 930 

supplant all of the terms in it that are no longer meaningful due to superseding events and 931 

has communicated that willingness to CTA.  932 

VII. Other Proposed Tariff Revisions Self-Generating Customer Group 933 

Q. Does ComEd agree with Staff witness Harden’s recommendation that ComEd 934 

should notify the nine (9) customers affected by the ComEd’s proposal to eliminate 935 

the Self-Generating Customer Group? 936 
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A. Yes.  If the Commission approves the elimination of the Self-Generating Customer 937 

Group, ComEd will send a direct notice to the affected customers that explains the 938 

options the customers have available to them upon the elimination of the Self-Generating 939 

Customer Group.  ComEd’s notice will explain the billing structure of each of the 940 

available options. 941 

VIII. Conclusion 942 

Q. Does this complete your rate design surrebuttal testimony? 943 

A. Yes. 944 


